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"Nothing is art if it does not come from nature,"
Antoni Gaudi

Mankind is surrounded by organic structures and textures. Earth,
Water, Sand, Stones, Shells, Roots, even the universe seems to be
organized and alive, much like an organism, so let’s investigate the
strength of influence from the organics to the surrealist movement.

Figure 1

What makes artists ambitious to create such “Dreamlike” paintings as
those of Dali and many other surrealists? This essay might draw the
coordinates for some answers to protect us from “standing in the or-
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ganic rain”, so to speak, and take us on a little journey through a certain period of art history which we know as Surrealism.
This art movement was invented, in a manner of speaking, by Max
Ernst and André Breton in 1919 as a means of joining dream and
fantasy to everyday reality to form an absolute reality, a surreality.
According to Breton, Surrealist painting came into being as a consequence of a growing awareness of psychoanalytic theory and Gestalt
psychology. * (see Footnote 1) One of the main poles of the surrealist movement in the visual arts, is called organic surrealism. * (2)
Some noted artists who have been characterized as organic
surrealists are Joan Miró, André Masson, and - of course - Max
Ernst.
The diversity of surrealism is as contradictory as dreams can be i.e.
starting sweeter than honey they can also turn into the bitterest
nightmare ever. * (3) The surrealists were also interested in
architecture. The classic “Dream” architect whom the surrealists saw
as one of their most important precursors was Claude-Nicolas
Ledoux, a magnificent visionary and one Antoni Gaudi (*3), drew
inspiration from, Surrealist and Abstract Expressionist painters and
sculptors. His distinctive style is characterized by freedom of form,
voluptuous color and texture, and organic unity. His most famous
work “The Sagrada Família” has always been revered and reviled.
The surrealists claimed Gaudí as one of their own.
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Antoni Gaudi – Building On The Edge
The Spanish architect was born 1852. Gaudí left hardly any hand
written documents, apart from technical reports of his works required
by official authorities but his work has greatly influenced the face of
Barcelona Architecture and you will see Gaudi's work all over the
city. The central point of mystery of Gaudi´s personality resides in
his innate ability to discover, reveal and recreate an entire Universe
redolent with organic energy.

Figure 2
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His ideology was unformulated in written terms but patent and actively expressed in his architectural creativity. He understood that the
natural world is rife with curved forms, not straight lines and he noticed that natural construction tends to favor sinewy materials such
as wood, muscle, and tendon. With these organic models in mind,
Gaudí based his buildings on a simple premise: If nature is the work
of God, and if architectural forms are derived from nature, then the
best way to honor God is to design buildings based on his work. This
is reflected by the use of curved construction stones, twisted iron
sculptures, and organic-type forms which are traits of Gaudi's Barcelona architecture.

Figure 3
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The monumental church El Temple Expiatori de la Sagrada Família
(Expiatory Temple of the Sacred Family) is Gaudí's most famous
work, the finest example of his visionary genius, and a world-wide
symbol of Barcelona.
Works personally undertaken by Gaudí like the neo-Gothic crypt, the
constructed part of the apse, and the magnificent facade of the Nativity with a purely naturalistic energy in its decoration, present strong
evidence for his deep connection with organics: figures are directly
molded from nature, including animals, plants like palm leaves and
even clouds and shells. Further natural ornamental elements include:
honeycomb gates, vine-inspired frieze, diatom-shaped windows, gargoyles depicting animals displaced by the church’s construction, and
pinnacles in the form of grasses and pyrite crystals.

Figure 4
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Figure 5

He worked with clay, rock, rope, paper, and any other moldable medium available. He expressed his plans and intentions through models and used live plants, animals, and humans as references.
Adrian Bejan an American professor and proponent of the constructal
theory of design and evolution in nature has described Gaudi and
this phenomenon as: A tightrope walker on the line of bridging art
and science. He understood that nature is constructed by laws of
mathematics. What is strongest is inherently lightest and most efficient - a well defined description and one which would definitely suit
André Breton and Max Ernst just as well.
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Max Ernst - Dimensions of Mind
This “Co-founder” of surrealism has already been mentioned. He
was born 1891 in Brühl, Germany, near Cologne. His unique artistic
techniques inject a measure of abstractness into the texture of his
work.
By taking all sorts of fragments from old woodprints, Max Ernst
makes use of the eccentricity of coincidence. Generally these woodprints would be literary in origin but, by mixing the stories, breaking
them off suddenly and continuing them in the most unexpected way,
he gives the literary tension an extra boost as can be witnessed in
the Documentary: “Max Ernst” directed by Peter Schamoni in which
he says: “I saw advertisements for models of all kinds: mathematical, geometric, anthropological, zoological, botanical, anatomical, mineralogical, paleontological, and so forth. These
were elements of such a diverse nature, but the absurdity of the
collection confused the eye and mind, producing hallucinations,
and lending the objects depicted new and rapidly changing
meanings. I suddenly felt my visionary faculties so intensified
that I began seeing the newly emerged objects against a new
background.“
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Figure 6

Ernst suffered from what might be called a “virginity complex”
when faced with a white canvas, in other words, he found it difficult to
put down the first mark until he found suitable inspirations from the
organic. Commenting on this process he says:
“The 10th of August, 1925 -- a rainy day in a seaside inn -- found
me gazing at the floorboards of my room. My gaze became
excited, then obsessed with the sight of the boards. There were
a thousand rubbings set deep into the grooves. I decided then
to investigate the meaning of this obsession. And to help my
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meditative and hallucinatory faculties, I made a series of
drawings based on both sheets of paper, which I worked with
black lead. I gazed at the drawings, and surprisingly, a
hallucinatory succession of contradictory images arose before
my eyes, superimposing themselves one upon the other. I
began to experiment at random with all sorts of materials.
Whatever met my eye. The drawings composed more and more
the character of the material investigated.

Figure 7
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A series of suggestions offered themselves from a new dimension of
inspiration. Max Ernst had discovered his new technique: “Frottage”
One no longer saw wood, for example, but images of an unhoped-for
precision. As he said himself: “A new kind of natural history was
born. “

Figure 8

His deep connection to organics is revealed in his further comment
that: “Almost everything I make automatically comes out of a
forest. But that is not the whole secret of frottage. That takes us
much, much further. Natural history. This natural history in my
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view was really the only way of communing with nature open to
us nowadays. That is, in the 20th century. “
The objectivity of his new technique was also confirmed to him when
he traveled in Arizona. Long before Max Ernst ever laid eyes on the
fantastic landscapes of the Sedona desert in Arizona, he had already
dreamed of it in his paintings.

Figure 9

“There I found the old, familiar landscape that had continually
been in my mind's eye, and which had repeatedly appeared in
my paintings, too. Now I don't pretend that this was a result of
some cheap, prophetic gift of mine. It was sheer accident that
the landscape was there, and that my pictures were there, and
had emerged at a point in time before I had ever seen the
landscape. You might call it the result of objective chance,
which is how Breton explained it at any rate.”
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Figure 10

This experience of Ernst`s only hints at the cosmic range of
surrealistic possibilities hard wired into our organic collective
unconscious mind extending from the times and nature of our
prehistoric ancestors.
However, Surrealistic dream worlds have also found their way into
everyday life through advertising and mass media as commercial
products (eg, contemporary toys, animated works like Sponge Bob
Square Pants etc.). In present day painting, Surrealism has come to
life again. H. R. Giger is recognized as one of it`s foremost exponents worldwide. His surrealistic Biomechanical dreamscapes formed
the cornerstone of his fame.
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H. R. Giger - It´s a surreal thing
H. R. Giger is a painter, sculptor, and set designer best known for his
design work on the film Alien, inspired by his painting Necronom IV,
named for the fictional grimoire created by surreal writer H.P. Lovecraft. Born in mountainous Chur, Switzerland, in 1940, Giger lived
what might have been an idyllic childhood in one of the most beautiful places on Earth. Even though it harbored sinister aspects and
foreboding elements that left an impression on a child subject to night
terrors and panic attacks.

Figure 11
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His childhood home’s cellar became, as Giger described, “a monstrous labyrinth, where all kinds of dangers lay in wait for me.” In this
regard, his early fear of the quintessentially organic structure of
worms and snakes required later sublimation by use of natural skeletal sculptures of wire, plaster and cardboard.

Figure 12

It also gave rise to stark, unyielding masses like Shaft VI one of
many shafts that stretched for Giger into unrelenting nightmare.

Figure 13
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For most of his career Giger depicted surreal, nightmarish landscapes. His most distinctive stylistic innovation is that of a representation of human bodies and machines in a cold, interconnected relationship, described as "biomechanical". His paintings often display
fetishistic sexual imagery and are considered disturbing by some His
paintings are all to some extent inspired by his experiences with the
sleep disorder, known as “night terrors”. He was originally educated
as an architect and made his first paintings as a form of art therapy.
The images Giger has created have a power that demand a closer,
conscious, study of organics than that only provided in dreams. The
following situation describes just how strongly Gigers work has been
influenced by organics. The Swiss surrealist, working on the film “Alien” by the name of O'Bannon, who witnessed the artist at work, told
Fantastic Films magazine:
"He took a human skull and jammed it right on the front, riveted
it into place and then started modifying it. It was such a beautiful human skull. It had been a real person, not like one of those
plastic model kits, and he takes out his hacksaw and he saws
the jawbone off and extends it like six inches.
He puts an extension on it, and creates this distorted organic
formed jawbone. Then he starts attaching other fixtures to it and
building a new extension on to the back of it. He's doing this to
a real human skull. When he finally [finished], a cast was made
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of it. It was a craftsman who actually cast the rubber costume of
Giger's sculpture.
When they were finished casting in rubber, he used his airbrush
and painted the costume the same way he does his paintings.."

Figure 14

So, obviously Giger uses the organic elements we fear in our nightmares and lets us be part of his own sleep disorder. The shark, the
spider, the scorpion, insects, worms, crocodiles, teeth, crushing
limbs, wombs, razor surfaces along which we slide, unable to get a
hold, bottomless depths, malevolent eyes, the death rectus and sybaritic leer Mutants. Higher intelligences, unidentified flying organisms
too different, too reveal to be tolerated. This man knows what we fear
and he shows it to us again and again.
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The living influence of organic structures
Having sharpened our appetite from the menu of surreal possibilities
are we then able to anticipate anything of the main course.....?
Do harsh climates, really invite us to “escape” into our surrealistic,
world generating, psychic apparatus belonging to the childhood of
our human race? If so, then the depression of the 1920´s can claim
an influence on it´s contemporary surrealists and we might be facing
a resurgence of these forces. What is both beautiful and horrible,
appealing and frightening, whatever attracts and repels human beings is all related in the organically influenced works of Ernst´s,
Giger's and Gaudi`s own individual visions.
Organic structures and textures obviously predominate in the visual
world, whether conscious or not.
The dream can be seen as a work of art, a creation involving color,
shape, line, character, dialogue, plot and narrative, even including
the possibility of moral and meaning. It is a creation that appears
spontaneously, in full detail and full of action, seemingly without rules
or proscriptions of any kind. The dream manifests within our minds,
using the materials at hand for creating fundamentally surrealist Art:
Organic Shapes, organic forms, organic texture, memory, emotion,
experience, belief - stimulated and released, they are the basis for
great surreal masterpieces of any kind.
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Figure 15

Given that we are surrounded by and necessarily, living in, organic
structures in order to reproduce, be reproduced i.e. copied organically , work and communicate, are we justified in asking the question: “
is nature evolving us, her natural human organic textures and
structures, so that we can make surreal use of these faculties?”
As Gaudi said "Nothing is art if it does not come from nature “
Let´s keep it surreal; If so, can not our “consensus reality” then be
investigated as a form of collective dreaming? A collective surrealistic
work?
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70 years ago, 99.9% of geologists were convinced that the earth´s
continents were fixed and immovable, as assumed for hundreds of
years and in fact the opposite point of view is now predominant. In
respect of the preceding questions we are still at the beginning, like
Galileo with his first telescope. Sometimes myth and mysticism offer
us new ways of looking at the universe. The organic surrealists are
big visionaries and often tap into an emotional understanding intuitive to their organic approach. At least in their dreams! So? Are we
only collective dreaming? What shape do your dreams take?
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FOOTNOTES
*1
In Bretons book about surrealism “The Lost Steps: Performance of
the media” we read: "In 1919 had my attention on the more or less
incomplete sentences judged to be perceived in complete solitude,
and forthcoming sleeping the mind, without it being possible to discover a prior determination in them. "
A statement in which the meaning is not conventionally made clear.
Similarly, Max Ernst wrote in his publication, Painting beyond in the
year 1936: “on a rainy day of 1919, in a city on the Rhine, I noticed
my obsession with what irritated eye to the pages of a catalog of images stuck, were represented in the objects of anthropological,
microscopical, psychological, mineralogical and paleontological illustration. There were side by side image elements that were foreign to
each other so that it is the futility of the coexistence of a sudden
worsening of the visionary forces caused in me, and evoked a hallucinatory sequence of contradictory images were."
Also displaying equal disregard for conventional meaning.
Breton was a writer, a poet, but Surrealism's major achievements
were in painting. Artists practiced organic, emblematic, or absolute
Surrealism, expressing the unconscious through suggestive yet indefinite biomorphic images. Drawing on the theories of Sigmund
Freud, he concluded that the unconscious was the wellspring of the
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imagination. Dr. Freud’s free association, dream analysis, and other
psychoanalytic methods of tapping the unconscious are the core essentials of Surrealism.
*2
It is characterized by automatist techniques, which its practitioner`s
use in order to liberate unconscious associations allowing their creative imaginations to emerge in an open-ended manner and equally by
non-representational, amorphous, and organic forms. Eventually organic surrealism became defined by pure psychic automatism
whereby one expresses verbally, or in writing, or by any other method “the true functioning of the mind” which we understand to be creation. The surrealists felt free to find their own routes of expression whether they chose abstract forms, fantastic imagery, or disquieting
depictions of everyday life, the choice was an individual one.
*3
The extensive variety of organic structures and textures is sufficient
to provide each surrealist with his own unique combination, to suit
his style of work. Dali, Magritte, etc. paint clear representations. Miró
and Tanguy painted mainly abstracts, Hans Arp more or less abstract, Man Ray is really a photographer, and with Picabia and Magritte the written word is an important part of the painting. Some Surrealists use only objective means, such as the makers of collages or,
like Hans Arp, who sometimes had his work made by others.
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The last 3 Artists with there diversity of style go to make up the bulk
of this essay.
Max Ernst used mainly cuttings of old woodprints (frottages ed.) and
other prints and H. R. Giger, a contemporary surrealist, is essentially
characterized by the recurrent fusion of technology and mechanics
with the organic. He has worked mainly in airbrush, creating strange
monochromatic canvasses.
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FIGURES
Figure 1
An example of a drip castle.
Figure 2
Sagrada Família (Expiatory Temple of the Sacred Family)
Figure 3
Organic staircase - Sagrada Família
Figure 4
Sagrada Família
Figure 5
Sagrada Família
Figure 6
The Gramineous Bicycle Garnished with Bells the Dappled Fire
Damps and the Echinoderms Bending the Spine to Look for Caresses
(c. 1921). Gouache, ink, and pencil on printed paper on paperboard,
29 1/4 x 39 1/4" (74.3 x 99.7 cm).
Ernst was fascinated with microscopic images, which were first
broadly distributed in the early twentieth century. Here, he created an
overpainting on the ambitious scale of traditional oil painting by using
a commercially available teaching chart. Ernst inverted the underlying diagram probably illustrating mitosis in the cells of a gramineous
(grassy plant) specimen, and painted in a black ground. He combined these animated organic forms with what appear to be machine
parts, while the inscription "The gramineous bicycle garnished with
bells the dappled fire damps and the echinoderms bending the spine
to look for caresses" lends amusing sexual connotations to the hairs,
orifices, and protrusions of these microorganisms.
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Figure 7
Max Ernst`s Frottage technique: La mer et la pluie (The Sea and
Rain) from Histoire Naturelle
Figure 8
Max Ernst`s Frottage technique: Le Fascinant Cyprès (The Fascinating Cypress) from Histoire Naturelle (Natural History)
Figure 9
Max Ernst at home in Sedona, Arizona
Figure 10
(Europe after the rain), which is a painting inspired by the destruction
of the Second world war in Europe, that deeply prefigures the Sedona landscapes Max would later encounter.
Figure 11
Drawing of Alien by H.R.Giger
Figure 12
The worm – by H.R. Giger for Poltergeist 2
Figure 13
SHAFT VI by H.R. Giger
Figure 14
H.R. Giger working on the design of the original Alien
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Figure 15

ELECTRON MICROGRAPH Description:
Polymeric structure, after “trying” to clean the sample.
Magnification: (3"x4" image): 1.600 x
Instrument: SEM LEO 1530
Submitted by: Irene Fernandez-Cuesta
Affiliation: CNM - Barcelona
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